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BIOINFORMATICS 
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Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  
 

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. OWL  is a                                                 [ ] 

a) Primary data base   b) Composite data base   
c) Secondary database  d) None of the above   

 
2. ………….. is a  biochemical data base             [ ] 

a) KEGG       b) PDB    c)  SWISSPORT    d)  OMIM            
 
3. The full form  of KEGG  is …………..        [ ]    

a) Kinetics of energetic gene and genomes    
b) Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
c) Kyeo encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
d) None of the above   

 
4. PIR has collaborates with EBI and SIB to establish the …………….. .    [ ] 

a) Analogy   b) homology   c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
5. . …… similarity in sequence that is based on descent from a common ancestor   [ ]  

a) Analogy   b) homology    c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
6. ……………is a short conserved region in a protein sequence  .    [ ] 
 a) Motif   b) Domain   c) Pattern   d) family   
 
7. ………………………..provides a systems-biology informatics toolkit centered on comparative 

genomics to capture, query and visualize sequenced genomes.     [ ] 
 a) BRENDA    b) KEGG   c) ERGO    d) REBASE  
 
8. ………… is  a structure and sequence alignment viwer for NCBI databases.  [ ] 
 a)Cn 3D    b) RASMOL   c) Spd viwer    d) JMOL  
 
9. chem. Scape  chime works as aplug – in flow visualization of structures with the browser of 

………………….datebase .          [ ] 
 a) RASMOL   b) CN 3D    c) NCBI    d) PDB   
 
10. …………………………is  a tool that calculate the isoelectric point and molecular weight of an 

input  protein sequence .        [ ] 
 a) Compute PI/MW     b) SAPS    c)TMAP    d) PEST   
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. _________is a tool  which allows the computation of various physical  and chemical 

parameters for given protein stored in swissport .  
 
12. …………………. Is a tool to evaluate a wide variety of protein sequence by using 

statistical criteria  
 
13. ………………used to identify similar protein 3D structures   
 
14. MMDB  records  are strored in ……………….. format and canbe displayed in CN 3D  , 

RASMOL etc .. 
 
15. ………………..  data base is a effort to computerize current knowledge of molecular and 

cellular biology in terms of the information  pathways  
 
16. …………… Method begins by choosing the two  most closely related sequences , and 

then adding the next most distant sequence as a third branch to the tree   
 
17. ………………… is a modified approach for a maximum likelihood reconstruction of 

phylogenetic tree using nucleotide sequence data.. 
 
18. …………….. is the spatial arrangement  of the polypeptide backbone , the conformation 

of the side chains . 
 
19.   …………….. tool can provide information of amino acids of protein  sequence  
 
20. ……….. is  a discrete portion of a protin assumed to fold independently of the rest of the 

protein and posseing its own function .  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. PIR has collaborates with EBI and SIB to establish the …………….. .    [ ] 

a) Analogy   b) homology   c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
2. . …… similarity in sequence that is based on descent from a common ancestor   [ ]  

a) Analogy   b) homology    c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
3. ……………is a short conserved region in a protein sequence  .    [ ] 
 a) Motif   b) Domain   c) Pattern   d) family   
 
4. ………………………..provides a systems-biology informatics toolkit centered on comparative 

genomics to capture, query and visualize sequenced genomes.     [ ] 
 a) BRENDA    b) KEGG   c) ERGO    d) REBASE  
 
5. ………… is  a structure and sequence alignment viwer for NCBI databases.  [ ] 
 a)Cn 3D    b) RASMOL   c) Spd viwer    d) JMOL  
 
6. chem. Scape  chime works as aplug – in flow visualization of structures with the browser of 

………………….datebase .          [ ] 
 a) RASMOL   b) CN 3D    c) NCBI    d) PDB   
 
7. …………………………is  a tool that calculate the isoelectric point and molecular weight of an 

input  protein sequence .        [ ] 
 a) Compute PI/MW     b) SAPS    c)TMAP    d) PEST   
8. OWL  is a                                                 [ ] 

a) Primary data base   b) Composite data base   
c) Secondary database  d) None of the above   

 
9. ………….. is a  biochemical data base             [ ] 

a) KEGG       b) PDB    c)  SWISSPORT    d)  OMIM            
 
10. The full form  of KEGG  is …………..        [ ]    

a) Kinetics of energetic gene and genomes    
b) Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
c) Kyeo encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
d) None of the above   
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. MMDB  records  are strored in ……………….. format and canbe displayed in CN 3D  , 

RASMOL etc .. 
 
12. ………………..  data base is a effort to computerize current knowledge of molecular and 

cellular biology in terms of the information  pathways  
 
13. …………… Method begins by choosing the two  most closely related sequences , and 

then adding the next most distant sequence as a third branch to the tree   
 
14. ………………… is a modified approach for a maximum likelihood reconstruction of 

phylogenetic tree using nucleotide sequence data.. 
 
15. …………….. is the spatial arrangement  of the polypeptide backbone , the conformation 

of the side chains . 
 
16.   …………….. tool can provide information of amino acids of protein  sequence  
 
17. ……….. is  a discrete portion of a protin assumed to fold independently of the rest of the 

protein and posseing its own function .  
  
18. _________is a tool  which allows the computation of various physical  and chemical 

parameters for given protein stored in swissport .  
 
19. …………………. Is a tool to evaluate a wide variety of protein sequence by using 

statistical criteria  
 
20. ………………used to identify similar protein 3D structures   
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
11. ……………is a short conserved region in a protein sequence  .    [ ] 
 a) Motif   b) Domain   c) Pattern   d) family   
 
12. ………………………..provides a systems-biology informatics toolkit centered on comparative 

genomics to capture, query and visualize sequenced genomes.     [ ] 
 a) BRENDA    b) KEGG   c) ERGO    d) REBASE  
 
13. ………… is  a structure and sequence alignment viwer for NCBI databases.  [ ] 
 a)Cn 3D    b) RASMOL   c) Spd viwer    d) JMOL  
 
14. chem. Scape  chime works as aplug – in flow visualization of structures with the browser of 

………………….datebase .          [ ] 
 a) RASMOL   b) CN 3D    c) NCBI    d) PDB   
 
15. …………………………is  a tool that calculate the isoelectric point and molecular weight of an 

input  protein sequence .        [ ] 
 a) Compute PI/MW     b) SAPS    c)TMAP    d) PEST   
 
16. OWL  is a                                                 [ ] 

a) Primary data base   b) Composite data base   
c) Secondary database  d) None of the above   

 
17. ………….. is a  biochemical data base             [ ] 

a) KEGG       b) PDB    c)  SWISSPORT    d)  OMIM            
 
18. The full form  of KEGG  is …………..        [ ]    

a) Kinetics of energetic gene and genomes    
b) Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
c) Kyeo encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
d) None of the above   

 
19. PIR has collaborates with EBI and SIB to establish the …………….. .    [ ] 

a) Analogy   b) homology   c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
20. . …… similarity in sequence that is based on descent from a common ancestor   [ ]  

a) Analogy   b) homology    c) homologous      d) analogous   
         Cont……2 
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
 
11. …………… Method begins by choosing the two  most closely related sequences , and 

then adding the next most distant sequence as a third branch to the tree   
 
12. ………………… is a modified approach for a maximum likelihood reconstruction of 

phylogenetic tree using nucleotide sequence data.. 
 
13. …………….. is the spatial arrangement  of the polypeptide backbone , the conformation 

of the side chains . 
 
14.   …………….. tool can provide information of amino acids of protein  sequence  
 
15. ……….. is  a discrete portion of a protin assumed to fold independently of the rest of the 

protein and posseing its own function .  
  
 16. _________is a tool  which allows the computation of various physical  and chemical 

parameters for given protein stored in swissport .  
 
17. …………………. Is a tool to evaluate a wide variety of protein sequence by using 

statistical criteria  
 
18. ………………used to identify similar protein 3D structures   
 
19. MMDB  records  are strored in ……………….. format and canbe displayed in CN 3D  , 

RASMOL etc .. 
 
20. ………………..  data base is a effort to computerize current knowledge of molecular and 

cellular biology in terms of the information  pathways  
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks.Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. ………… is  a structure and sequence alignment viwer for NCBI databases.  [ ] 
 a)Cn 3D    b) RASMOL   c) Spd viwer    d) JMOL  
 
2. chem. Scape  chime works as aplug – in flow visualization of structures with the browser of 

………………….datebase .          [ ] 
 a) RASMOL   b) CN 3D    c) NCBI    d) PDB   
 
3. …………………………is  a tool that calculate the isoelectric point and molecular weight of an 

input  protein sequence .        [ ] 
 a) Compute PI/MW     b) SAPS    c)TMAP    d) PEST   
 
4. OWL  is a                                                 [ ] 

a) Primary data base   b) Composite data base   
c) Secondary database  d) None of the above   

 
5. ………….. is a  biochemical data base             [ ] 

a) KEGG       b) PDB    c)  SWISSPORT    d)  OMIM            
 
6. The full form  of KEGG  is …………..        [ ]    

a) Kinetics of energetic gene and genomes    
b) Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
c) Kyeo encyclopedia of genes and genomes   
d) None of the above   

 
7. PIR has collaborates with EBI and SIB to establish the …………….. .    [ ] 

a) Analogy   b) homology   c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
8. . …… similarity in sequence that is based on descent from a common ancestor   [ ]  

a) Analogy   b) homology    c) homologous      d) analogous   
 
9. ……………is a short conserved region in a protein sequence  .    [ ] 
 a) Motif   b) Domain   c) Pattern   d) family   
 
10. ………………………..provides a systems-biology informatics toolkit centered on comparative 

genomics to capture, query and visualize sequenced genomes.     [ ] 
 a) BRENDA    b) KEGG   c) ERGO    d) REBASE  
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II  Fill in the blanks: 
 
 
11. …………….. is the spatial arrangement  of the polypeptide backbone , the conformation 

of the side chains . 
 
12.   …………….. tool can provide information of amino acids of protein  sequence  
 
13. ……….. is  a discrete portion of a protin assumed to fold independently of the rest of the 

protein and posseing its own function .  
  
 14. _________is a tool  which allows the computation of various physical  and chemical 

parameters for given protein stored in swissport .  
 
15. …………………. Is a tool to evaluate a wide variety of protein sequence by using 

statistical criteria  
 
16. ………………used to identify similar protein 3D structures   
 
17. MMDB  records  are strored in ……………….. format and canbe displayed in CN 3D  , 

RASMOL etc .. 
 
18. ………………..  data base is a effort to computerize current knowledge of molecular and 

cellular biology in terms of the information  pathways  
 
19. …………… Method begins by choosing the two  most closely related sequences , and 

then adding the next most distant sequence as a third branch to the tree   
 
20. ………………… is a modified approach for a maximum likelihood reconstruction of 

phylogenetic tree using nucleotide sequence data.. 
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